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Tart Tatin

[image: Tart Tatin]

Tart tatin is one of the great classic desserts of French cooking. It's an apple tart cooked upside down. Apples are cooked in sugar until they caramelise. Then a circle of puff pastry is put on top, and the whole tart is baked at 356°F (180°C) for 20 minutes. To serve, the tart is turned over so that the apples are on top. Apples with caramel and crispy puff pastry taste amazing.

The classic recipe uses shortcrust pastry (pâte brisée), but in this version I prefer to use puff pastry (pâte feuilletée). It's a quite easy recipe, the only difficulty is the "turning over" of the hot tart, always a tricky moment.


 392K 1 51 3.8
Grade this recipe:  5 4 3 2 1

Last modified on:  October 30th 2015
Keywords for this recipe:TartCaramelizedApplesClassical frenchPastrySisters

For this recipe: 
 I want to make it (196×) I made it (159×) Send to Ask Follow Comment E-book Print DiaporamaFor 1 tart, you will need:
	1 [image: apple] 1 kg apple
	2 [image: butter] 60 g butter
	3 [image: caster sugar] 120 g caster sugar
	4 [image: Puff or flaky pastry (pâte feuilletée)] 1 Puff or flaky pastry (pâte feuilletée)
	Total weight: 1,410 grams


Change these quantities to make: 1 tart 2 tarts 3 tarts 
Change measures: Metric [image: US] [image: UK] Metric weight Metric volumes 



How long does it take?
Time required for this recipe:	Preparation	Cooking	Start to finish
	27 min.	50 min.	1 hour 17 min.

At what time:	When will I finish if I start the recipe at ... ?
When should I start for the recipe to be ready at ... ?
	Work this out...






	
	
	
Step by step recipe


	
	Stage 1 -  5 min.
[image: Tart Tatin]

	You will need a pan or tin which can go both on the hob and in the oven, preferably non-stick. 

Cut a circle of puff pastry the same diameter as your pan, prick all over and put back in fridge.

	


	
	Stage 2 -  10 min.
[image: Tart Tatin]

	Peel 1 kg    apple, cut into 4 or 8 according to size, remove core.

	


	
	Stage 3 -  10 min.
[image: Tart Tatin]

	Melt 60 g  butter in your pan over medium heat, add 120 g  caster sugar.

It might seem to you that there is a lot of butter, but don't worry, it's normal: the apples will absorb most of it.

	


	
	Stage 4 -  2 min.
[image: Tart Tatin]

	Put apple quarters into melted butter, packed together as closely as possible.

Leave to cook until sugar caramelises.

Preheat oven to 356°F (180°C).

	


	
	Stage 5 -  15 min.
[image: Tart Tatin]

	After about 10 minutes, sugar will start to caramelise and apple juice boil.

	


	
	Stage 6
[image: Tart Tatin]

	The apples are sufficiently cooked when sugar around the edge of the pan is a light caramel colour.

	


	
	Stage 7 -  5 min.
[image: Tart Tatin]

	Put pan in the oven for 5 minutes.

	


	
	Stage 8 -  3 min.
[image: Tart Tatin]

	After these 5 minutes, remove and put puff pastry on top.

	


	
	Stage 9 -  20 min.
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	Put back in the oven for about 20 minutes.

	


	
	Stage 10
[image: Tart Tatin]

	Remove from oven when puff pastry is golden brown.

	


	
	Stage 11 -  5 min.
[image: Tart Tatin]

	Now for the tricky bit: use oven gloves to protect your hands and put serving plate on top of Tatin tart.

You should do this operation whle hot, otherwise apples stick on the bottom of the pan during cooling.

	


	
	Stage 12 -  1 min.
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	Turn over smartly...

	


	
	Stage 13 -  1 min.
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	... then remove pan: your Tatin is a success!

	


	
	Stage 14
[image: Tart Tatin]

	At my opinion, nothing goes better with warm tart Tatin than a little whipped cream (crème chantilly).

	

Remarks
The recipe for Tart tatin comes from central France, via the pretty story of the Tatin sisters who ran a restaurant in Lamotte-Beuvron and invented the famous recipe, which now bears their name.


Keeping
Once cooked, a few minutes.


Source
Home made but after a recipe by Gaston Lenôtre.


Nutritional information
 	Whole recipe
	Energetic value	Proteins 	Carbohydrates	Fats 
	1,533 Kcal or 6,418 Kj	13 gr	313 gr	125 gr
	77 %	5 %	30 %	19 %


 	Per 100 g
	Energetic value	Proteins 	Carbohydrates	Fats 
	109 Kcal or 456 Kj	1 gr	22 gr	9 gr
	5 %	<1 %	2 %	1 %


 	 Per tart
	Energetic value	Proteins 	Carbohydrates	Fats 
	1,533 Kcal or 6,418 Kj	13 gr	313 gr	125 gr
	77 %	5 %	30 %	19 %




% are calculated relative to a Recommended Dietary Intake or RDI of 2000 k-calories or 8400 k-joules by day for a woman (change to a man).Possible allergens in this recipe: Milk, Gluten, Sulfites



How much will it cost?
	For 1 tart : 2.71 €

Change currency:    
Note: Be careful, these prices are only an estimate, you can consult the table of prices by ingredients used for this estimate.



This recipe uses (among others)
	[image: Apple]	Apple:  You can check-out other recipes which use it, like for example: Caramelized apple and walnut cake, Apple and almond gratin, Croissant dough apples, Windfall apple jelly, Apple Pie, ...  All
	[image: Caster sugar]	Caster sugar:  You can get more informations, or check-out other recipes which use it, for example: Pogne de Romans, Gravlax, Ice-cream Vacherin, Little apple and verbena tarts, Little vanilla, clementine and chestnut verrines, ...  All
	[image: Butter]	Butter:  You can get more informations, or check-out other recipes which use it, for example: Langoustine gratin, Chocolate mug cake, Surprise bread, Mont d'or in brioche, Mussels marinière, ...  All
	[image: Puff or flaky pastry (pâte feuilletée)]	Puff or flaky pastry (pâte feuilletée):  You can get more informations, or check-out other recipes which use it, for example: Mirlitons, Mini palmiers, Ham "friand" pie, Vegetable rosette tart, Apple Pie, ...  All




Other recipes you may also like
[image: Pear tart with almond cream]
Pear tart with almond cream
 This is a very quick and easy tart to make, as everything (or almost) can be done in advance. A piece of sweetcrust pastry, some almond cream and pears? You have "everything you need".
353K4.3  1 hour 14 min.  March 17th 2011

[image: Express apple tart]
Express apple tart
 A fine apple tart, very quick to make.
355K 24.6  51 min.  April 8th 2020

[image: Cherry and pistachio tarts]
Cherry and pistachio tarts
 A shortcrust pastry case baked with pistachio cream, then topped with Griottine cherries.
173K 25  1 hour 20 min.  July 4th 2010

[image: Chestnut cake]
Chestnut cake
 This delightful cake is doubly chestnutty: it contains chestnut flour, and sweet chestnut purée.
321K5  1 hour 13 min.  May 8th 2020

[image: Fruit crumble]
Fruit crumble
 A fruit pudding: very easy to do and delicious: just a layer of fruit with a golden crunchy topping.
345K4.0  1 hour 11 min.  February 21th 2011




News list of cooking-ez.com
Sign up to receive the latest recipes (next batch due to be sent on 2024-04-14)
  Your first name or nickname 
 Your e-mail 
  
  
Sign me upPlease check/tick this box to show that you are a real human being (protection against Spam).I am not a leaving thing


Note: We'll never share your e-mail address with anyone else.



Post your comment or question
 Posted by:  
Please check/tick this box to show that you are a real human being (protection against Spam).I am not a leaving thing

Submit this comment



Your 1 comments or questions on this recipe
	I've actually prepared this exact recipe before from the cookbook. Gee, mine did not look as "pretty" as yours:)Posted by louise may 17th 2009 at 19:04 (n° 1)






	
	
	
Follow this recipe (as 9 people already do)
If you are interested in this recipe, you can "follow" it, by entering your email address here. You will then receive a notification immediately each time the recipe is modified or a new comment is added. Please note that you will need to confirm this following. Follow this recipe
Please check/tick this box to show that you are a real human being (protection against Spam).I am not a leaving thing


Note: We'll never share your e-mail address with anyone else.
Alternatively: you can subscribe to the mailing list of cooling-ez.com , you will receive a e-mail for each new recipe published on the site.
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